
Turning Your iPhone Into
A Powerful Digital Camera
The camera that comes with the iPhone by default is not extraordinary. 
Though the camera does give you access to the video function along with a 
nice “panorama” feature, there are  few creative controls. Consider these-
photo apps that add a lot functionality to your iPhone.

1. Camera + ($.99)
Camera+ is a solid image-editing tool that makes creating cool-looking shots easy, and all 
the upgrades since its release mean it has tons of useful tweaks. You can use digital-cam-
era-like scenes to apply common camera effects in specific situations like simulated flash, 
sunset, backlit images, and portraits. You also can crop your images to your specs or select 
from several standard sizes.

2. Slow Shutter Cam ($.99)
Slow Shutter Cam gives your phone the slowed down effects that generally are only avail-
able on higher priced DSLR cameras. You’ll need a tripod or some other device to hold 
your iPhone steady, however.

Compared with the other apps we’re looking at, Pro HDR does essentially one thing, but 
it does it impressively well. And that is to take multiple exposures in high contrast scenes 
and merge them seamlessly into a single image containing significantly more highlight and 
shadow detail than is possible from a single exposure on a smartphone.

4. Camera Awesome (free)
As one of the most powerful and easy-to-use camera apps available, Camera Awesome 
lives up to its name. A beautiful interface makes it a snap to take shots that don’t look like 
they were taken from a smartphone — just tap Awesomize for sharper, better-exposed 
photos. With professionally designed filters, plenty of features and the ability to expand 
the default app functionality through an expansive list of add-on packs, Camera Awesome 
even includes a stabilizer that helps- take the “shakes” out of the iPhone’s light body.

3. Pro HDR ($1.99)

5. Picfx ($1.99)
With Picfx you can take a regular photo and apply over 100 effects and frames to create 
unique looking picture. Effects are grouped into folders including: Urban, Classics, Vin-
tage, Cross Process, Premixed, Black & White, Scratches, Light, Textures, Space, Grunge & 
Frames.


